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Although Legions such as the Iron Warriors are well-known for their mastery of Daemon
Engines, the hosts of the Grandfather are not without their own special panache for
enslaving unwitting machine spirits to their cause. The underlying motivations of their
code undergo unholy transformation under the ministrations of virulent electronic viruses
while their carapaces and inner workings are assaulted by the Ferric Blight.

These esoteric blessings of Nurgle are easily transmitted from one machine to the next
and soon an entire phalanx of rusted, grinding, choking, and spewing engines encroaches
on the enemy positions. Although the vehicles making up a Ferric Blighthost appear
structurally compromised, very little remains of the original workings of their filthy
middens. The glorious gifts of the Grandfather have made them capable of implacable,
grinding assaults which can break the enemy lines, opening up opportunities for the
infantry following close behind.

A Ferric Blighthost is an Army of Renown (pg 65 of The Book of Rust).

Restrictions:

● Your army may only include Vehicles unless some of your Vehicles have Transport
Capacity. If your vehicles can embark infantry, then your army may include, at a
maximum, enough Bubonic Astartes infantry models to all be deployed within
those Transports all at once. Note that the Benefits of this Army of Renown allow
these infantry to be deployed in Transports which are not usually Death Guard.

● Every unit in your army must have the Nurgle keyword.
● At least one unit in your army must be of the Pallid Hand Plague Host.

Benefits:

● All of the units in your army gain the Death Guard keyword if they don’t already
have it and the Ferric Host keyword.

● All Vehicle units in your army gain the Daemon Engine keyword if they don’t
already have it.

● All Vehicle units in your army which are not Superheavy gain the Disgustingly
Resilient ability if they don’t already have it.

● All Vehicle units in your army gain the Ferric Outbreak ability, described below.



Ferric Outbreak

Treat this unit’s Contagion Range as being 6” longer for the purposes of affecting enemy
Fortifications, Vehicles, and Bikes. Enemy Fortification, Vehicle, and Bike units within
Contagion Range of this unit reduce their movement characteristic by 3” and roll a d3 for
advancing instead of d6. They may charge normally.

Warlord Trait

If a Ferric Host Character model is your Warlord, they can have the Warlord Trait
below instead of one from another source.

Gift of Rust (Aura)

Thanks to the Grandfather’s gifts, this Warlord has learned ways of coaxing life back into
dying machines.

Select a Ferric Host Vehicle that is within 3” of this Warlord during movement phase.
Select one of two effects:

● Invigorating Virulence: If the Vehicle has a degrading profile, it may act as if it
were undamaged until the end of the turn.

● Fecund Restorative: For each wound the Vehicle has suffered below its maximum
starting wounds, roll a dice. On a 5+, that wound is restored.

Stratagems

Ferric Surge (1CP): Use this Stratagem during your Shooting Phase or your Combat
Phase. Select one enemy Fortification, Vehicle, or Bike unit which is within Contagion
Range of a Ferric Host unit. Units in your army may reroll a roll of 1 to wound when
targeting that selected unit. If the weapon is a Plague Weapon, then it can reroll a failed
roll to wound instead. In either case, this effect lasts until the end of the phase.

Frenzied Auto-consumption (1CP): Use this Stratagem at the start of your turn. Select a
Ferric Host Vehicle unit from your army. It suffers d3 Mortal Wounds. Until the end of
that turn, the Vehicle adds d3 to its Attacks characteristic and rerolls all failed charge
rolls.

Creeping Doom Bombard Shells (2CP): Use this Stratagem immediately before a
Ferric Host Vehicle unit shoots a Blast weapon. Resolve attacks with the weapon as
normal. Once all attacks have been resolved, select a unit which was hit by this weapon.
That unit and all units within 7” suffer a penalty to all morale checks equal to the number
of models slain by this Ferric Host Vehicle’s Blast weapons this phase.


